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DVD I
2010
I am [videorecording] / produced by John Ward, Chris Marcus, Todd Zeile; screenplay by John Ward; directed
by John Ward.
The Ten Commandments, as you've never seen them before, provide the framework for this compelling
drama set in the City of Angels. A desperate heiress. A beautiful reporter. A vengeful detective. A charismatic
district attorney. In modern-day Los Angeles, all of their lives will intersect, leading to profound choices that
will test each character's morality and faith. With guidance from a mysterious stranger, these lost souls
search for answers.
DVD PRIM
2002
The prime gig [videorecording] / Independent Pictures presents a film by Gregory Mosher; producers, Elliot
Lewis Rosenblatt, Cary Woods, Gina Mingacci; writer, William Wheeler; director, Gregory Mosher.
This is a story about the scam of a lifetime. Using greed, sex, and betrayal to expose the evil that people will
do all in the name of making money.
J DVD AMER
2012
American girl. McKenna shoots for the stars [videorecording] / Universal Studios Home Entertainment and
American Girl present a Debra Martin Chase production; produced by Debra Martin Chase and Ellen L.
Brothers; writers, Jessica O'Toole, Amy Rardin; directed by Vince Marcello.
Meet McKenna Brooks, a determined and confident young gymnast, in this all-new, modern-day adventure.
McKenna is on track to make the regional competitive gymnastics team, but off track in school, where she's
suddenly struggling to keep up. When her teacher suggests a tutor, she's embarrassed and desperate to keep
it a secret from her friends. Then a bad fall at the gym sidetracks her from her favorite sport. Will she recover
in time to make the team? Can she succeed in school, too? McKenna needs to focus on her strengths to
overcome her challenges--and, with the help of family and friends, find a way to believe in herself again.
J DVD DISN
2007
Mickey Mouse clubhouse. Mickey's great clubhouse hunt [videorecording] / produced by Walt Disney
Television Animation; written by Ashley Mendoza; directed by Rob LaDuca, Howy Parkins, Victor Cook.
Mickey and his pals are planning the best springtime party ever - and you're invited! But the festivities are
put on hold when Mickey's magical clubhouse mysteriously breaks into pieces and disappears with Minnie,
Donald, Goofy, and Daisy inside!
J DVD DORA
2005
Dora the explorer. Catch the stars [videorecording] / Funline Animation, Inc.; Saerom Animation, Inc.; Nick Jr.
Productions; Nickelodeon; producer, Eric Weiner; produced by Cathy Galeota.
"Star catcher": Abuela gives Dora a Star Pocket, making her a star catcher.
"Star Mountain": Swiper swipped Dora's necklace and threw it to the top of Star Mountain.
"Louder": Dora and Boots need to help Red Rooster wake up the Sun because all their friends are still
sleeping.
"Hide and go seek": Dora and her friends are great at hiding. Preschoolers learn: Spanish language skills;
mathematical/logical skills; physical movement; and other learning and problem-solving skills.
J DVD WHER
2007
Where on Earth is Carmen Sandiego? Into the maelstrom [videorecording].
The Acme Detective Agency sends brother and sister gumshoes Zack and Ivy back out on case to catch the
world's greatest thief, Carmen Sandiego.

